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Mining-Induced Redistribution of the Abnormal Stress under the Close Bearing Coal Pillar for Entry Design
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Underground space is vulnerable to large deformation influenced by the abnormal stress induced by the bearing coal pillar. A numerical simulation model was established to determine the redistribution of the abnormal stress induced by the mining activities. The double-yield model, the strain softening model, the interface model, and the Mohr–Coulomb model were determined to simulate the gob compaction effect, the pillar strength reduction effect, the structure plane discontinuity effect, and the rock mechanical behavior, respectively. This numerical simulation model is reliable to predict the abnormal stress under the bearing coal pillar by the comparison of the abutment stress from this model and the existing theoretical model as well as the entry roof surface displacement from this model and the field measuring method. The results from the validated numerical model indicate that the abnormal stress including stress concentration coefficient, stress gradient, and lateral pressure coefficient will redistribute to another state that the stress concentration coefficient and stress gradient increase gradually and then decrease, and the lateral pressure coefficient decreases gradually, then increases, and finally decreases sharply with the approach of the mining working face. Their maximum increasing rates are calculated as 121.05%, 198.56%, and 236.82%, respectively. This predicted mining-induced redistribution of the abnormal stress is available for designing the underground entry layout in the determination of the entry position, determination of the driving operation time, mining disturbing range warning, and the prediction of the strengthening support area.

1. Introduction

Coal as one of the widely used energy resources in recent years will be used to accelerate the social development for a long time in the future. Its generation conditions play a significant role in the underground mining engineering, which are divided into shallow-buried condition, deep-buried condition, thin seam, thick seam, horizontal seam, dip seam, soft seam, hard seam, single seam, and multiple seams [1]. The underground mining engineering has to be carried out in multiple coal seams with the growth of the mining intensity and the reduction of the coal resources [2]. Numerous coal pillars will be left to bear the overburdens, and the generated abutment stress will transfer into the close and unworked out coal seams, which generates an abnormal stress condition in the worked out coal seam and threatens the stability of the underground entry, especially for the condition influenced by the mining operation of the longwall mining working face [3].

The precious achievements mainly concentrate on the stress distribution under the bearing coal pillar, which ignore the abnormal characteristics especially for the disturbing effect of the mining operation [4–7]. The CVISC rheological constitutive model was used to simulate the long-term creep behavior of the entry rock under bearing coal pillar and revealed that the stress concentration was not
2 Materials and Methods

Several factors were taken into consideration to make the numerical simulation model reliable such as the gob compaction effect, the pillar strength reduction effect, the structure plane discontinuity effect, and the rock mechanical behavior, respectively. This numerical model was established under the condition of the process as shown in Figure 1. The detailed process is demonstrated as the following section.

Figure 1: Formation process of the numerical simulation model.

2.1 Numerical Simulation Model

2.1.1 Mohr–Coulomb Model for Rock Strata. Rock materials will experience elastic deformation and plastic damage influenced with loadings, which can be simulated by the Mohr–Coulomb model expressed as equation (1) [18–20]. The rock materials are concentrated on a typical case from Xinrui coal mine in China. There are many bearing coal pillars left in coal seam 4 which was mined out several years ago. The entries of coal seam 5 will be influenced by these kinds of bearing coal pillars [3]. The average interlayer spacing between coal seams 4 and 5 is determined as 3.25 m, and the average stratigraphic dip angle is revealed as 6°. The detailed geological and engineering conditions are given in Table 1.

\[ f = \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 \frac{(1 + \sin \varphi)}{(1 - \sin \varphi)} + 2c \sqrt{\frac{(1 + \sin \varphi)}{(1 - \sin \varphi)}} \]  

(1)

where \( f \) is the failure criterion; \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_3 \) are the principal stresses; \( \varphi \) is the frictional angle; \( c \) is the cohesion.

2.1.2 Strain Softening Model for Coal Pillar. One of the horizontal stresses is in the state of relief in the coal pillar due to the fact that both sides of the coal pillar are the workout area, and no objects apply stress along the rib sides of the coal pillar. However, the other horizontal stress is relatively stable, and the vertical stress varies, usually increases influenced by the abutment stress. Under the condition of the ultimate balance theory and plastic bearing characteristics [21, 22], the shallow coal bodies of the coal pillar will change into plastic deformation from elastic deformation with the increases of the vertical stress, which will result in the strength reduction of the coal pillar. And this mechanical behavior of the coal pillar has been demonstrated and described with the strain softening model [23–26]. The strength will decline rather than keeping stable after the coal is damaged. The reduction law of the strength parameters is
and when the normal deformation capability is not shear strength, the slippage will generate along the interface, equation (3) [32]. When the shear stress is larger than the follow the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion illustrated as numerical simulation model [31]. The interface element engineering unless this structure plane is considered in the results cannot be used to guide the operation of the engi-
neering.

2.1.4. Interface Model for Structure Plane. Coal-bearing strata belong to sedimentary strata which contain structure plane located between coal seam and rock strata [30]. This kind of structure plane is so weak compared with the coal and rock materials that the separation and slippage damage always generate along this structure plane. The predicted results cannot be used to guide the operation of the engineering unless this structure plane is considered in the numerical simulation model [31]. The interface element follows the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion illustrated as equation (3) [32]. When the shear stress is larger than the shear strength, the slippage will generate along the interface, and when the normal deformation capability is not consistent for strata, the separation will generate along the interface. Jaeger and Cook’s model [33] shown in equation (4) can be used to determine the parameters of the structure plane, and the results are illustrated in Table 5. The uniaxial compression strength of the structure plane is determined as 0.17 MPa.


given in Table 2 by the method of trial-and-error in terms of the peak vertical stress (18.8 MPa) and the width of plastic zone (5.5 m) beside the gob.

\[
\sigma_{\text{max}} = c_s A + \tan \varphi_s (F_n - p A),
\]

where \(F_{\text{max}}\) is the ultimate shear force; \(c_s\) is the cohesion of the interface; \(\varphi_s\) is the friction angle of the interface; \(A\) is the representative area touched with the interface node; \(F_n\) is the normal force; \(p\) is the pore pressure.

\[
\sigma_1 = \sigma_3 + \frac{2(c_s + \sigma_3 \tan \varphi_s)}{(1 - \tan \varphi_s \cot \beta_s) \sin 2\beta_s},
\]

where \(\sigma_1\) is the compression strength; \(\sigma_3\) is the confining pressure; \(\beta_s\) is the angle between the major principal stress and the normal direction of the structure plane.

2.2. Validation with the Theoretical Method. The results of the distribution of the abutment stress under the two typical bearing coal pillars illustrated in Figure 2 indicate that this numerical simulation model is more reliable than the theoretical model to predict the distribution of the abnormal stress. Both of theoretical calculation and numerical simulation results indicate the abnormal characteristics of the stress along both the vertical and horizontal direction. The stress contour line presents a similar distribution in shape. However, the results have something different in distribution, especially for the influence range. For example, the influence depth of the abutment stress contour line of 12 MPa is less than 15 meters for the theoretical calculation result while it reaches more than 17 meters for the numerical simulation results. This theoretical model was established under the hypothesis of the isotropic and homogeneous rock materials, which ignores the influences of the lithology difference and the structure plane between adjacent rock strata [3].

2.3. Validation with the Field Measuring Method. Field measuring method of decussation [34] was conducted to validate the reliability of the numerical simulation model in terms of the roof surface displacement of the underground

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Bulk modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Shear modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Friction (°)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Tension (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam 3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam 4</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam 5</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>23.02</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameters of the strain softening model for coal pillar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plastic strain</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle (°)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Cap pressure of the double-yield model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strain/mm/m</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress/MPa</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Basic properties of the gob material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Bulk modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Shear modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Friction angle (°)</th>
<th>Dilation angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>6.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Structure plane properties used in the numerical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shear stiffness (GPa/m)</th>
<th>Normal stiffness (GPa/m)</th>
<th>Friction angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Distribution of the abutment stress under bearing coal pillars. (a) Theoretical calculation result; (b) numerical simulation result.
The results given in Figure 3 indicate that the numerical simulation model is reliable to predict the surface displacement of the entry roof since these results have a good agreement with each other. Actually, the surface displacement of underground space will present an increasing trend with the growth of the stress when the rock materials are determined [35]. The stress distribution, more reliable than the theoretical predicted result and the relative surface displacement of the entry consistent with the field measuring result together, demonstrated that the numerical simulation model is reliable to analyze the mechanical behavior of the coal and rock materials.

2.4. Simulation Plans of the Redistribution of Abnormal Stress. The numerical simulation process is divided into four steps to discover the redistribution of the abnormal stress under the bearing coal pillar to protect the underground space from large deformation. At the beginning, the three-dimensional numerical simulation model was established under the consideration of the geological and engineering conditions (Section 2.1). For the second step, the bearing coal pillars and gob material generalize by the mining operation in coal seam 4. The abnormal stress also generalizes in this step. Third, the mining entries including head entry and tail entry are established for the mining working face in coal seam 5 by the null model in FLAC3D software. Last but not least, the mining operation of the working face in coal seam 5 was carried out to calculate the redistribution of the abnormal stress.

Finding out the redistribution of the abnormal stress under bearing coal pillar with the retreating of the mining working face has a positive effect on the stability of the underground entry. Three indexes including stress concentration coefficient, stress gradient, and lateral pressure coefficient are determined to reveal the redistribution of the abnormal stress. Two typical areas are selected to layout the monitoring points including the area in front of the mining working face and the area in the side of the longwall panel as shown in Figure 4. And this bearing coal pillar is left in coal seam 4 while this mining working face is located in coal seam 5. This mining working face will pass across the coal below the bearing coal pillar. There are three monitoring points in front of the mining working face, which are arranged below the gob, the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob, and the bearing coal pillar. The region of the interaction is determined in the zone where the stress concentration coefficient is less than 1 and the stress gradient is larger than 1. In addition, three monitoring lines are arranged in side of the longwall panel to record the redistribution of the abnormal stress in the side of the gob.

3. Results

3.1. Abnormal Stress in Front of the Mining Working Face

3.1.1. Stress Concentration Coefficient. The mining-induced redistribution of the stress concentration coefficient presents typical differences at different positions in front of the mining working face (Figure 5). It increases gradually with the approach of the mining working face, and its peak reaches 3.43 increasing by 50.44% compared with the starting value 2.28 in the point below the bearing coal pillar when the distance to the mining working face is less than 80 m. In the same time, it presents a similar increasing state with the decreasing of the distance to the mining working face, and the peak reaches 1.96, increasing by 96% compared with the starting value 1.00 in the point below the stable gob when the distance within 41 m. However, they are nearly kept stable and are less than 0.25 in the points below the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob.

3.1.2. Stress Gradient. The mining-induced redistribution of the stress gradient is related to the distance from the mining working face and the relative location from the bearing coal pillar (Figure 6). It increases gradually and then reaches the peak value 1.20 MPa per meter increasing by 50% with the decrease of this distance for the area below the bearing coal pillar and the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob. This mining working face will pass across the coal below the stable gob when this distance is less than 80 m. In the same time, it increases relatively slowly for the area below the stable gob.
gob with the maximum value of 0.31 MPa per meter and the growth rate of 107% when the distance is less than 50 m.

3.1.3. Lateral Pressure Coefficient. The mining-induced redistribution of the lateral pressure coefficient is influenced greatly by the distance to the mining working face (Figure 7). It decreases slowly in the area below the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob with the reduction of this distance when the distance is less than 80 m. However, it decreases first, increases slowly, then increases sharply to the peak, and finally decreases sharply in the area below the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob with the reduction of the distance to the mining working face. The maximum reaches 7.6 increasing by 52%.

3.2. Abnormal Stress in Lateral of the Mining Working Face

3.2.1. Concentration Coefficient. The mining-induced redistribution of the stress concentration coefficient also presents typical differences at different positions in lateral of the mining working face (Figure 8). First, in the area below the stable gob, it increases linearly to the peak value and then decreases gradually to a stable value with the growth of the distance to the side rib of the head entry. This peak increases from 1.64 to 3.26, and the influence range increases from...
**Figure 7:** Lateral pressure coefficient of abnormal stress in front of the mining working face.

**Figure 8:** Concentration coefficient of abnormal stress in lateral of the mining working face. (a) Monitoring line 1, (b) monitoring line 2, and (c) monitoring line 3.
10 m to nearly 50 m with the reduction of the distance to the mining working face. Second, in the area below the interaction of the stable gob and the bearing coal pillar, it increases sharply to the peak value, decreases sharply to the valley, then increases gradually to the second peak, and finally decreases to a relatively stable value with the growth of the distance to the side rib of the head entry. The peak, second peak, and influence range increase from 0.19, 0.12, and 20 m to 0.42, 0.19, and 70 m, respectively, with the approach of the mining working face. Finally, in the area below the bearing coal pillar, it presents a similar variation to the concentration coefficient below the interaction area with the growth of the distance to the side rib of the head entry but differs in value and its change with the reduction of the distance to the mining working face. For example, the peak and second peak increase from 3.73 and 2.31 to 4.15 and 4.10, respectively, with the approach of the mining working face, which are very different from the values mentioned above.

3.2.2. Stress Gradient. The mining-induced redistribution of the stress gradient is related to the distance from the mining working face, the distance to the side rib of the head entry and the relative location from the bearing coal pillar (Figure 9). First, in the area below the stable gob, it decreases sharply to less than zero initially, increases closely to zero, then keeps stable or decreases slowly, and finally increases slowly close to zero again with the growth of the distance to the side rib of the head entry. The maximum of the variation amplitude reaches 5.04 MPa per meter with the approach of the mining working face. Second, in the area below the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob, it is similar to that in the area below the bearing coal pillar in the variation trend with different values. For example, the maximum of the variation amplitude is just 0.92 MPa per meter with the approach of the mining working face. Finally, in the area below the bearing coal pillar, it also varies along the similar trend with that in the area below the stable gob but the values. For example, the maximum of the variation amplitude reaches 6.89 MPa per meter with the approaching of the mining working face.

3.2.3. Lateral Pressure Coefficient. The mining-induced redistribution of the lateral pressure coefficient is influenced greatly by the distance to the mining working face (Figure 10). It increases sharply initially, then decreases slowly, and finally increases gradually in the area below the stable gob with the distance to the side of the head entry. The maximum is 1.01, and the maximum of the amplitude is just 0.39 with the approach of the mining working face. In the area below the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob, it presents a similar variation with that in the area below the stable gob, but it is much larger than that in the area below the stable gob. For example, the maximum reaches 10.00 and the maximum amplitude is 7.01 with the approach of the mining working face. However, in the area below the bearing coal pillar, it presents a very similar variation with that in the area below the stable gob, but it differs in values. The maximum is limited into 0.74 which is less than 1.00, and the maximum amplitude is 0.25.

4. Discussion

4.1. Contrastive Analysis. The mining effects on the abnormal stress under the bearing coal pillar mainly concentrate on the stress concentration coefficient, stress gradient, and lateral pressure coefficient in their values and influence ranges. These mechanical behaviors are induced from the superposition of the bearing coal pillar and the mining operations due to the fact that the mining effects on the area below the bearing coal pillar are prior to and more intense than those on other areas below the stable gob and the interaction. For example, compared with the initial values, the stress concentration coefficient increases by 0.96 in the area below the stable gob, 0.00 in the area below the interaction, and 1.15 in the area below the bearing coal pillar, and the influence range increases by 41 m, 0 m, and 80 m, respectively, in front of the mining working face.

In the same time, the mining disrupted strength is larger in the lateral side of the mining working face than that in front of the mining working face. For example, the stress concentration coefficient increases by 1.62 in the area below the stable gob, 0.23 in the area below the interaction, and 1.79 in the area below the bearing coal pillar, and the influence range increases by 40 m, 50 m, and 45 m, respectively, in the lateral side of the mining working face. Obviously, the stress concentration coefficient keeps less than 0.50 all the time with the influence of the mining operation. The mining-induced stress gradient has a similar variation with the stress concentration coefficient.

Differently, the lateral pressure coefficient has slight relationship with the mining operation in the areas below the stable gob and the bearing coal pillar but has strong relationship with the mining operation in the area below the interaction. For example, the lateral pressure coefficient increasing the amplitude reaches 6.38 in the area below the interaction, but it is 0.39 in the area below the stable gob and is 0.25 in the area below the bearing coal pillar. The main reason is because of the stress relief effects for the area below the interaction and stress reinforcement for the area below the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob during the mining operation.

4.2. Significance of the Results. The theoretical model can be used to predict the abnormal stress under the bearing coal pillar for the design of the entry layout without disturbing mining operation below this coal pillar [3]. However, this abnormal stress is forced to redistribute to a new condition influenced by the mining operation of the longwall face. Under the condition of the redistribution of the abnormal stress predicted by the numerical simulation model, four key problems including determination of the entry position, determination of the driving operation time, mining disturbing range warning, and prediction of the strengthening support area can be solved to protect the underground entry
from mining-induced large deformation as shown in Figure 11.

The gob side entry under the bearing coal pillar can be layout at position I or position II with a coal pillar in coal seam 5. According to the typical judging criterion, this gob side entry should be arranged at position I where the stress concentration coefficient is less than 1 [36], and this position is determined as less than 2 m or more than 50 m away from the gob side rib. According to the judging criterion that the entry should layout in the zone where the stress concentration coefficient and the absolute value of the stress gradient are less than 1 and the lateral pressure coefficient is close to 1 [3], the position II can be determined at 50 m away from the gob side rib by the redistribution results of the abnormal stress.

If the gob side entry is excavated together with the head entry in the same time with a coal pillar, this entry system is called two-entry driving system [37]. Then, this gob side entry will suffer from the whole mining disturbing of the mining working face in coal seam 5. Determining the mining disturbing range has great significance to protect this kind of gob side entry. The numerical model results indicate that the mining disturbing range varies from 41 m in front of the mining working face to 99 m behind the mining working face in the area below the stable gob. While, it varies from 80 m in front of the mining working face to 75 m behind the mining working face in the area below the bearing coal pillar. For this warning area, the support of the gob side entry has to be strengthened to resist the influence of the mining disturbing.

Figure 9: Stress gradient of abnormal stress in lateral of the mining working face. (a) Monitoring line 1, (b) monitoring line 2, and (c) monitoring line 3.
If the gob side entry is excavated together with the retreating of the mining working face in coal seam 5, this entry system is called gob side entry driving heading adjacent to the advancing working face [38]. There are two key parameters to be determined before the driving operation of this gob side entry such as the driving stopping time and the driving starting time during this driving working face suffers from the mining disturbing. For example, the driving operation has to be stopped at 41 m front of the mining working face and restart to drive at 99 m behind the mining working face in the area below the stable gob. While, the driving stopping time is determined as 80 m in front of the mining working face and the driving starting time is determined as 75 m behind the mining working face in the area below the bearing coal pillar.

4.3. Limitation of This Model. Though, in this numerical simulation model, the structure plane between the rock strata and the lithology differences of rock strata are considered to solve the limitation of the theoretical model, and this numerical simulation model has advantages to predict the mining-induced redistribution of the abnormal stress under the bearing coal pillar and ignores several problems. For example, the effects of the initial joints or cracks on the mechanical behaviors of the rock strata and the mining-induced development of these joints or cracks are not considered. In addition, for some typical geological conditions, dynamic stress wave will generate from the hard roof fracture or caving, which cannot be ignored to layout the entry [39].

Figure 10: Lateral pressure coefficient of abnormal stress in lateral of the mining working face. (a) Monitoring line 1, (b) monitoring line 2, and (c) monitoring line 3.
5. Conclusion

The abnormal stress under the close bearing coal pillar plays a significant role in the control of the underground entry stability. A numerical simulation model was established to find out the mining-induced redistribution characteristics of this kind of abnormal stress. The double-yield model, the strain softening model, the interface model, and the Mohr–Coulomb model were determined to simulate the gob compaction effect, the pillar strength reduction effect, the structure plane discontinuity effect, and the rock mechanical behavior, respectively. This numerical model was validated by comparing the abutment stress with the result of the theoretical method and surface displacement with the result of the measuring method.

The results of the validated numerical simulation model indicate that the mining operation mainly influence the stress concentration coefficient and stress gradient in the area below the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob and influence the lateral pressure coefficient in the area below the interaction of the bearing coal pillar and the stable gob. The stress concentration coefficient and stress gradient increase gradually and then decrease, and the lateral pressure coefficient decreases gradually, then increases, and finally decreases sharply with the approaching of the mining working face. Their maximum increasing rates are determined as 96%, 107%, and 52%, respectively, in front of the mining working face. In the same time, they are 121.05%, 198.56%, and 236.82%, respectively, in the lateral side of the mining working face.

The predicted mining-induced redistribution of the abnormal stress is available for designing the underground entry layout under the bearing coal pillar with disturbance of the mining operation. The gob side entry has to be excavated at more than 50 m away from the gob side rib. The gob side entry support has to be strengthened in the area from 80 m in front of the mining working face to 99 m behind the mining working face in the two-entry driving system. Gob side entry driving heading adjacent to the advancing working face also has to stop at 80 m in front of the mining working face and restart at 90 m behind the mining working face.
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